In practice, histopathological diagnosis of tumor malignancy often requires a human expert to scan through histopathological images at multiple magnification levels, after which a final diagnosis can be accurately determined. However, previous research on such classification tasks using convolutional neural networks primarily determine a diagnosis for a single magnification level. In this paper, we propose a case-based approach using deep residual neural networks for histopathological malignancy diagnosis, where a case is defined as a sequence of images from the patient at all available levels of magnification. Effectively, through mimicking what a human expert would actually do, our approach makes a diagnosis decision based on features learned in combination at multiple magnification levels. Our results show that the case-based approach achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art methods when evaluated on BreaKHis, a histopathological image dataset for breast tumors.
Introduction
Histopathology is regarded as the gold standard method for cancer diagnosis, including almost all types of cancers, such as breast, lung, colon and prostate cancer [6, 9, 17] . Suspicious tissues are biopsied and the biopsy undergoes fixation, sectioning, and finally mounting on a slide. The biopsy section then is subjected to haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining which is a routinely used staining procedure that enhances tissue structure and cell morphology. A pathologist would then thoroughly examine the H&E stained slides under a microscope at multiple magnification levels, searching for morphological signatures indicating the onset or progression of cancerous tissues whose presence determines whether the tumor should be diagnosed as benign or malignant. The whole process, however, can be very time-consuming, since it is often required that the pathologist switch between magnification levels and jump among different image locations [15] . In addition, the diagnosis from a pathologist can sometimes be subjective and heavily dependent on the experience of the pathologist [9] .
In order to address the above problems, computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems have been proposed to facilitate cancer diagnosis, not only to reduce labor work for the pathologist, but also to improve objectivity and consistency. Despite the work that has been done c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
in the last few decades [5, 6, 9, 21] , tumor malignancy classification remains still a challenge for most automatic cancer diagnosis applications due to the tremendous complexity of histopathological images, which can be due to various reasons including the staining variations in specimen treatment process [14] and the diversity of tissue characteristics in different cancers. Therefore, a robust and reliable CAD system for cancer diagnosis has to be designed to capture all discriminative features in histopathological images effectively. However, as has been pointed out by many researchers [5, 6, 9, 20] , when using traditional classification approaches, the feature engineering step can be very difficult that requires a fair amount of expert domain knowledge.
Recently, a wide variety of new deep learning technologies [10, 12] , such as the convolutional neural network (CNN), first developed by LeCun et al. [11] , have achieved great success on various computer vision and pattern recognition tasks. Indeed, CNN has become the state-of-the-art method for image based classification problems, consistently outperforming traditional machine learning methods. More importantly, CNN can automatically extract discriminative features from images by itself. As a result, no hand-crafted feature engineering step is required anymore, which saves considerable efforts in most applications including histopathological image classification.
Previous work
Due to its superior performance compared to traditional machine learning methods, CNN has been widely applied to histopathological cancer diagnosis problems. Cireşan et al. [3] use CNN to detect mitosis in breast cancer histological images and won the ICPR 2012 mitosis detection competition. Sirinukunwattana et al. [18] propose a spatially constrained CNN for nucleus detection and then a Neighboring Ensemble Predictor (NEP) coupled with CNN for nucleus classification in colon caner histological images, and achieve the highest average F1 score for this problem compared to other methods. Although both of the above two papers are not directly working on tumor malignancy classification, their results could undoubtedly benefit cancer diagnosis, since both mitosis and nuclear characteristics are important indicators for cancerous tissue detection. Direct work on malignancy classification have also been published. For example, Cruz-Roa et al. [4] show that a CNN classifier achieves a balanced accuracy of 84.23% for the detection of invasive ductal carcinoma, where the best performance of methods using handcrafted features and classifiers is 78.74%. Similarly, Litjens et al. [13] also demonstrate that CNN improves the efficacy of prostate cancer diagnosis.
We note that the previous work mentioned above on histopathological image classification using convolutional neural networks are done on whole slide images (WSI), and the patches used for training are extracted from the original images at a certain fixed magnification level. However, an experienced pathologist would not choose to determine a diagnosis decision based on a single magnification level. In practice, it is often required that the pathologists evaluate the histopathological slides at multiple magnification levels [15, 16] , as different magnifications give different features. For instance, lower magnification gives global texture information and tissue structure while higher magnification resolve more on cellular morphology and sub-cellular details [6] . Sometimes it is difficult to determine a diagnosis merely based on a single magnification level. Only by integrating all the features at multiple magnification levels, a confident diagnosis can be determined.
Recently, an image dataset BreaKHis is released [19] , which provides histopathological images of breast tumor at multiple magnification levels (40×, 100×, 200× and 400×). Both traditional methods using handcrafted features [19] and CNN method [20] have been applied on this dataset for malignancy classification, and it has been shown that by combining different CNNs using fusion rules, the CNN performance has an improvement of 6% in classification accuracy, compared to traditional methods. However, one disadvantage of this paper [20] , is that four CNN classifiers have to be trained, with one classifier specialized for each of the four magnifications. Seeking to find a better solution to this problem, Bayramoglu et al. [1] propose a magnification independent approach with both single-task (malignancy) and multi-task (malignancy and magnification) classification, where they ignore magnification information of the image and train a unique CNN classifier for all magnifications. Although the performance is slightly impaired, it indeed improves the efficiency. Nevertheless, when evaluated on the testing sets, both of the previous work [1, 20] on BreaKHis dataset using CNN fail to determine a diagnosis for a patient based on features from multiple magnification levels at the same time. Instead, they give separate classification accuracy for each individual magnification, independent to other available magnifications.
Histopathological case-based classification
In order to build a more reasonable and reliable computer aided diagnosis system, we propose a case-based approach for histopathological malignancy classification, where a case is defined as a sequence of images including one or more images from each of all the available levels of magnification for a certain dataset. For example, for the BreaKHis dataset, a typical case could consist of one or more images at each of the following magnifications in order: 40×, 100×, 200× and 400× ( Figure 1 ). A trained classifier should be able to learn all the features from different magnification images, and give a unique and more accurate result based on all information given (e.g. tissue structure at lower magnification, cell phenotype at higher magnification), equivalent to how an histopathological expert would choose to perform analysis at multiple magnification levels.
In this section, we first present our algorithm that constructs a case-based image set from any given histopathological image dataset with multiple magnifications and malignancies (Section 3.1). We then introduce a CNN model to classify our histopathological cases (Section 3.2). Finally, we describe the three performance metrics that will be used for the evaluation of histopathological case-based classification (Section 3.3). 
Case-based image set initialization
Histopathological image datasets are often given as images in multiple separated magnifications, but not as cases. Therefore, the first step is to build an appropriate number of histopathological cases based on the given dataset. To limit the size of the input set, the cases will include exactly one image from each magnification level. Algorithm 1 describes the initialization of a case-based image set from the original dataset with multiple magnifications and malignancies. Put simply, for each case build, the algorithm randomly chooses one image from each subset of images that belong to different magnifications, with the restriction that all images in the same case must have the same malignancy label, which will also be the final class label for the resulting case. For simplicity, we illustrate in Algorithm 1, assuming that two types of malignancy (benign and malignant) and four levels of magnification (40×, 100×, 200× and 400×) are available, which is the case for BreaKHis dataset. However, this algorithm can be applied to any number of malignancy types and magnification levels.
The only parameter passed to the algorithm is the expected number of output cases k (which we assume to be a multiple of the number of types of malignancy). In training set initialization, we want this set size, which we will denote as k train , to be relatively large in order to avoid over-fitting our model later on, but also not too large due to limited computational resources and running time. Therefore, this parameter needs to be fine-tuned for different problem settings as we will show in more detail in Section 4.
Algorithm 1 can be applied to both training and testing sets, depending on the inputs of image sets. Note in the training phase, a case consists of one single image from each magnification level, but not necessary from the same particular patient. The images can be randomly selected from different patients as long as they share the same malignancy. This is why the patient information does not come in Algorithm 1. However, in the testing phase, we may want the cases to be patient specific, which can be achieved by setting patient specific images as the input to Algorithm 1. After the whole process, the initialized case-based image sets are ready for training or evaluation.
ResNet-based classifier
We choose to use deep residual neural networks (ResNets) to classify the histopathological cases. ResNets are a special kind of convolutional neural networks that have residual units in parallel to regular convolutional layers. The design of residual units are quite flexible such that they can also be further engineered in order to get better performance [7, 8] . We start with a simple 18-layer ResNet model (ResNet-18), as this model can be easily adapted to even deeper models (e.g. 152 layers) if required. The overall architecture of ResNet-18 is shown in Figure 2 .
The model contains two types of residual units: the residual unit with an identity shortcut and the residual unit with a projection shortcut. The only difference between these two types is that in the projection shortcut, an additional convolutional layer is required due to the change of dimension from input to output. Each residual unit contains six sequential components: Batch Normalization, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), Convolution, Batch Normalization, ReLU and Convolution. An average pooling layer is used before the final fully connected layer.
Metrics
Spanhol et al. [20] have introduced two ways to report method performances for medical image classification: image recognition rate and patient recognition rate. Here, to accommodate for our case-based approach, however, we use a case level metric instead of an image (1) where N all is the total number of all cases constructed for the testing set, and N rec is the number of correctly classified cases. Unlike the case recognition rate, the patient recognition rate takes patient information into account. For each patient p in the testing set, let N p all be the total number of cases that belong to patient p, and N p rec be the number of correctly classified cases for patient p, then the patient recognition rate can be defined as [20] :
In addition to the above two recognition rates, we also give a new metric defined at the diagnosis level. First, we give a final diagnosis to each patient in the testing set based on a simple voting strategy where we assume that the diagnosis is benign if the ratio of benign to malignant cases for the patient p is above a threshold, malignancy_threshold:
where N p benign is the number of cases that are diagnosed as benign for patient p. For example, if malignancy_threshold is set to 0.5, the patient p is assigned a diagnosis of benign if more 
We believe the diagnosis accuracy metric should be emphasized more for future research on histopathological diagnosis problems, as it is of utmost clinical importance that a computer-aided diagnosis system be able to give a final diagnosis for a patient, and based on the accuracy at which the diagnosis is correct or not, we can judge its performance.
Experiments and Results
This section evaluates our case-based approach for histopathological diagnosis that is proposed in Section 3.
Dataset
To test the proposed case-based approach for histopathological diagnosis, we use the BreaKHis database [19] , a recently released dataset of breast tumor histopathological images. BreaKHis contains both benign and malignant breast tumor images, which were collected from 82 patients at multiple magnification levels (40×, 100×, 200× and 400×) . Each patient may have a different number of images for each magnification. In total, there are 2480 benign and 5429 malignant images, with each image acquired in three channels (RGB).
Besides the histopathological images, BreaKHis also provides a five-fold protocol for testing. We use the same testing protocol as previous work [1, 20] , where the whole dataset is split into training (70%) and testing (30%) set for five trials, such that none of the images associated with the patients in the training set are used in the testing set. In the end, 54 out of the total of 82 patients are grouped into the training set, and the rest of the 28 patients are used as evaluation samples for all the five folds.
The BreaKHis images are originally of size 700×460×3. To speed up the processing times and lessen the memory requirements, the images are resized to 100×100×3 for both the training and testing sets.
Implementation
With all images from BreaKHis, we implement Algorithm 1 to build histopathological cases for both the training and testing sets. To find the best parameter k train for Algorithm 1 when initializing the training sets, we utilize fold 1 for a series of experiments by setting the number of output cases over a range of values from 100 to 40,000 as shown in Figure 3 . After comparing the case-level accuracies for the different sizes of training sets, we choose the smallest size of the training set that gives the best accuracy as our final k train . Note that for some of the smaller sizes of the training sets, we repeat some of the experiments independently three or five times since the performance of trained model can vary a lot for these sizes. The final chosen parameter k train for training set initialization achieves a balance between computational resource requirement and performance. On the other hand, for testing set initialization, we simply use k test = 30,000 for the size of the testing sets as evaluation on thirty thousands cases gives a quite stable estimation of model performance according to our trial experiments.
For all experiments, we implement our classifier ResNet using Keras, a deep learning library written in python with either TensorFlow or Theano as a backend [2] . We use Theano as the backend in this paper. To optimize the weights, we use stochastic gradient descent, with a batch size of 100 to compute the gradients using back propagation. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001, decay by 1e-6 over each update, and Nestrov momentum is set to 0.9. We train our neural network for 100 epoches. All experiments are done on 4 Intel Xeon(R) E3-1271 v3 processors with a NVIDIA Quadro K2000/PCIe/SSE2 GPU with CUDA 7.5 installed in a Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
Results
First, regarding the choice of k train , as is shown in Figure 3 , with the increase of the total number of cases used for training, the testing accuracy also increases and finally reaches the plateau. When the model is trained on only 100 cases, there is a large variation in model performance based on five independently conducted experiments. In the worst case, for 100 cases, the performance is not much better than a random guess. However, the model performance is significantly improved when trained on a large number of cases. In addition, the variation becomes smaller as well. From the bottom plot in Figure 3 , we can see that the curve starts to converge when the number of cases is increased to 5, 000, and reaches a maximum at around 10, 000. To understand the effect of the choice of k train on the running time, when setting k train equal to 40, 000, the total training time required for a single fold is around 900 seconds per epoch, while it is 2 seconds per epoch for k train set to 100. By setting our parameter k train equal to 10, 000, we significantly reduce the running time by around four times, from 900 seconds to 226 seconds, when compared to k train equal to 40, 000, without sacrificing accuracy. Therefore, we choose to set our parameter k train equal to 10, 000 in training set initialization algorithm for all the following experiments. With the parameters k train and k test set, we can then thoroughly evaluate our case-based approach based on five-fold testing protocol, using the metrics that we described in Section 3.3. For each fold, we first build the case-based training and testing sets using Algorithm 1, by setting k train = 10,000 for the training set and k test = 30,000 for the testing set. Note that both the training and testing sets are balanced in terms of the different malignancy types. After the models are trained, we then evaluate the model performance using the following three metrics: case recognition rate, patient recognition rate, and diagnosis accuracy. For the diagnosis of benign or malignant, we set malignancy_threshold to 0.5. Table 1 shows the final results.
Our case-based approach gives average accuracies of 91.48% (case-level), 86.36% (patientlevel) and 88.57% (diagnosis-level) on the testing sets. As we are the first to use case-level and diagnosis-level accuracies, we can't compare the results for these metrics to previous results. However, based on patient-level accuracy, our case-based approach (86.36%) outperforms the multi-task CNN method (82.13%, average of four magnifications) [1] and the magnification independent single-task CNN method (83.25%, average of four magnifications) [1] , and achieves a comparable performance to the best results obtained from the [20] . We further investigate the misclassified patients in terms of malignancy diagnosis for all five folds, and summarize the results as confusion matrices in Figure 4 . In total, 16 out of 140 patient samples over the five folds are misclassified, with a false positive rate of 5.0% and a false negative rate of 6.43%. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a case-based approach for histopathological malignancy diagnosis using deep residual neural networks. We first introduce an algorithm for case-based image set initialization for both training and testing based on histopathological images at multiple magnification levels, and then present a ResNet-based classifier and three metrics to report method performances for medical image classification. Finally, we evaluate our proposed approach using the breast tumor histopathological image dataset BreaKHis. Our results show that the case-based approach achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we believe our case-based approach is a more reasonable way for histopathological malignancy classification since it makes diagnosis decision based on features learned at multiple magnifications. Another principle advantage of our work over the previous work [1, 20] is that our method gives a single diagnosis for the patient, whereas in the previous work four potentially differing diagnoses are given for the same patient, one for each of four magnification levels. To be clinically applicable, these latter approaches would then require a final voting step or similar diagnosis selection step which are not discussed in their papers [1, 20] . For future work, more complex deep CNN architectures will be investigated.
